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SANCTITY PDF TITLE:Attorney General Barr Rejects Venezuela Statement From White House In a
statement Thursday night from the White House Press Office, the Office of the Press Secretary
released the following statement from President Trump: “With the people of Venezuela having

rejected the Maduro dictatorship’s sham election by the largest margin in recent history, President
Donald J. Trump today directed the Secretary of State to prepare to provide all necessary assistance
to the Venezuelan people and the national security of interim President Juan Guaidó. This assistance

would include reestablishment of democracy, economic assistance, and humanitarian relief. “The
President is thankful for the strong and decisive leadership of Colombia, Brazil, and the Lima Group

in recognizing the president of Venezuela, Juan Guaido. “President Trump has been clear that all
options are on the table to achieve peace and stability in Venezuela, including a peaceful transition

of power through free and fair elections. The people of Venezuela have suffered under Maduro’s
regime and we will continue to hold the regime accountable until democracy is restored in
Venezuela.” Barr’s Response: “The President’s statement tonight is misleading. The Trump

administration is seeking regime change in Venezuela. The United States is not entitled to intervene
in Venezuela’s affairs or to impose a government on Venezuela. Such action would be both illegal

and unseemly.” Assistant Attorney General John Bash, Department of Justice National Security
Division: “The President’s statement tonight is a joke. It is a clownish attempt to fool the American
people into supporting a failed foreign policy. The rule of law is not for sale. If the American people
want to support the rule of law, the President should be working to reform this corrupt criminal law
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